To make our best, better!

The Boutique is also, in part, a charity event. A percent of the profit is donated every year. This year, the club's goals. Selling goods at an event provides experience as well as a way to earn money, then learn

She was excited and enthusiastic but admits that as a SNAP-Ed focus area of Active Living, Mary Ahern.

This summer was the first time a member from our (CTE) teachers) at If you have any questions, please contact Bruce Watkins (*high school agriculture/career technical education teachers will have the opportunity to learn more about dates, H2A workers, harvesting, packing and distribution, gardens, plant pathology, and precision agriculture at the Yuma Ag Center on Thursday, February 17, 2022.

SWag Into Spring Workshops!

Mississippi State University's Class 2 of the Thad Cochran Agricultural Leadership Program (TCALP) as they came Thanks to the support of alumni across the state and Interim Maricopa County Director, Kai Umeda, for helping host

River Shortage Declaration and how it will impact Pinal County. On February 23rd in downtown Phoenix, you can and meet people involved. February 4-5 in Casa Grande all are welcome to learn more about the 2022 Colorado

The Arizona 4-H Livestock Show and Expo is made possible by the partnership with Showman's LLC with support and Award Ceremonies are also part of the weekend. Entries are open now, with late fees starting February 14th. showcase their knowledge at the Arizona 4-H Livestock Show and Expo through exhibition and knowledge
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